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Baltimore’s Union 

Collective is a hive of 

food makers show-

casing the city’s local 

culinary talent
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TASTING 
BALTIMORE

Local makers are tapping into the city’s foodie roots  
and launching a flavor-filled revolution.

BY JENNIFER BARGER

     From multiple vantage points around the Baltimore 
Harbor, the neon Domino Sugars sign glimmers above 
the water (and a still-working sweet-stuff factory). 
The gritty-yet-pretty, 120-foot-long electric banner 
symbolizes Charm City as much as a crab cake 
sandwich or a docked tall ship. Across town on 
Brewers Hill, come nightfall, another city icon blinks 
from atop a redbrick high rise. It’s the mustached, 
one-eyed face of Mr. Boh—the mascot for locally 
rooted beer National Bohemian (aka Natty Boh).

All that neon is one of most tangible signs of 
Baltimore’s long and delicious history of food and beer 
making. After all, legend has it that Old Bay seasoning 
(a rusty-hued blend of pepper, mustard, celery salt 
and paprika, aka a crabcake’s bestie) was invented 
in this seafood-loving town by an entrepreneurial 
German immigrant. And while Natty Boh isn’t brewed 
locally anymore, many craft beers are. 
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But lately, new local chocolate artists, sausage cre-
ators and spirits distillers have been infusing the city 
with a fresh, tasty energy. “This has always been a town 
of markets and small food businesses, but now things 
seem to really be taking off with revivals of older food 
halls and new spots like Union Collective,” says Chris 
Franzoni whose @eatmorebaltimore Instagram account 
chronicles the city’s food innovators (and claims more 
than 33,000 followers).

The newly opened, $14 million Union Collective fills 
138,000 square feet of a renovated, reimagined Sears 
warehouse in the quirky Hampden neighborhood with 
production and retail space for a brewery, coffee roaster, 
hot sauce maker and more. “It’s exciting to be creating 
a modern manufacturing space in a historic city,” says 
Union Craft Brewing founder Adam Benesch. “We had 

been looking for a new spot to make our beer, but we 
found something that was three times as large as we 
needed. It’s been rewarding to team with other culinary 
businesses to fill it.”

On a recent Saturday, amid concrete floors and col-
orful murals, that local synergy was redolent at Union 
Collective as the place filled with the sounds of whir-
ring ice cream freezers and the smell of fermenting beer. 
(Union Craft Brewing’s rhubarb and strawberry-infused 
Fraggle Rock sour ale goes down particularly crisply 
in the heat of summer). Bearded hipsters and stroller-
pushing parents competed for table space, where they 
tucked into made-here snacks and sips including Well-
Crafted Pizza’s high-octane Jalapeno Popper pies and 
The Charmery’s Maryland Mud ice cream (chocolate, 
caramel and bits of B-more’s own Utz potato chips). 
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“It all seems emblematic of how just about anything 
you want to eat can come from Baltimore now,” says 
Kedrick Smith, chief operating officer of Huckle’s Sauce, 
which is also selling and concocting its hot condiments 
out of the collective. (His smoky Fire-Roasted Jalapeno 
works well on crab cakes, FYI.)

The newest addition to Union Collective, Baltimore 
Whiskey  Company, represents a distilling revival bubbling 
up in the city. “We used to be a big rye town, thanks in part 
to the limestone filtered water in Maryland, which gives 
it a distinctive, smooth taste,” says Franzoni. Baltimore 
Whiskey wins fans for its tobacco-smoky Epoch Rye as well 
as Baltamaro Italian-style bitters in flavors like Szechuan 
peppercorn and coffee. 

The biggest rye facility in town, Sagamore Spirit, opened 
in the up-and-coming Port Covington neighborhood last 
year. Here, partially backed by Baltimore’s own Kevin 
Plank (founder of Under Armor), the state’s largest 
distillery uses a 140-foot-tall water tower and a 40-foot-
tall still to concoct award-winning spirits like the complex 
Cask Strength Rye. You can test them out during one-
hour guided tours at the production facility or next door 
at the affiliated Rye Street Tavern. There, Mid-Atlantic 

cocktails and cuisine include old-fashioned marinated 
ribs and a Razz Club sipper made from Sagamore Spirit 
Rye and berry liquor. Firepits outdoors and a glitzy, 
copper-accented bar amp up the buzz.

And in a town so known for sugar, it’s no surprise that 
sweets also take a big bite out of the local foodie scene. 
Berger Cookies, which Franzoni jokingly describes as 
“fudge icing with a tiny bit of cake on them” have been 
hand dipped and baked here since 1835. You can find 
them at most area Royal Farms stores and at Lexington 
Market, the oldest market in America. They also punch 
up Berger Cookie ice cream from The Charmery and 
certain varieties of Dangerously Delicious Pies. 

And not far from Union Collective, Charm City Chocolates 
fills a snug, old-timey storefront with hand-dipped bonbons 
like dark-chocolate cherry cordials and chocolate bark and 
caramels spiked with—what else?—Old Bay. 

“You can’t be in Baltimore without nodding a little to 
its history,” says Michelle Zimmermann, who owns the 
snug shop with her chocolatier husband Todd. “Old Bay 
is so prominent here. We wanted it and our products to 
elicit memories.”

Mission sweetly accomplished. 

This page: Crowds 

flock to Union  

Collective to hang 

out and sample 

locally made fare.  

Facing page from 

left: Union Collective; 

Sagamore Spirit
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